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Introduction

• This talk is primarily based of my 1985 Economic Journal paper “Bottle-
necks and the Phillips Curve: a Disaggregated Keynesian Model of Infla-
tion, Output and Unemployment.”

— I started thinking about these issues in a chapter in my PhD thesis on
the time-series variation in the cross-sectional variance of inflation.

— I constructed a theoretical model, with bottlenecks in some sectors,
relating the cross-section variance of inflation to rapid positive or nega-
tive aggregate output growth, relative to potential, with the relationship
strongest at high levels of output.

— I found empirical support for the model using US Wholesale Price Index
data for 1947 -1975.



• I sent the paper to JPE, which rejected it.

• I decided to develop the theoretical model further, change its focus, and
submit it to EJ (good call),
—but I didn’t try another journal with the empirical results from the paper
(probably a bad call?),
—because I was working on other things (which worked out well).

• Time is the ultimate scarce resource.



• The EJ “bottleneck” set-up was my way out of opposing macro views on
price-adjustment, in the 1970s, which both seemed too extreme.

—In Classical/New Classical models wages and prices jump instantaneously
to market-clearing levels.

— In the short-run fix price + gradual price-adjustment approach of Tobin,
Barro&Grossman, and Malinvaud, quantities traded are determined by the
short side of the market.
—But then (i) it’s diffi cult to explain at the aggregate level how a positive
output gap can arise, and (ii) a disaggregated model becomes borderline
intractable with a multiplicity of regimes.

• The EJ paper shows how to overcome these issues in a model in which, in
each sector, prices are “fixed” at low levels of output but flexible at high
levels of output.



The Model

Aggregate Demand

Aggregate demand is given by the “quantity theory” equation

mt = pt + qt − vt, where vt is exogenous white noise,

where mt is exogenous and set by the CB (central bank). This could also be
viewed as nominal income targeting by the CB.

Here p, q are the aggregate price and output levels, in logs. There are N goods
sectors and

qt = N−1
∑N

j=1
qit and pt = N−1

∑N

j=1
pit.



We are assuming for simplicity that the demand for the N goods is governed by
a Cobb-Douglas utility function so that income and price elasticities are equal
to one, and

qit = qt − (pit − pt) + dit, where dit = di,t−1 + udit,

with udit exogenous white noise that is “nearly” independent across sectors
(since N−1∑ dit = 0).



Firms

Firms in sector i produce output using one input, a type of labor specific to
that sector, under constant returns to scale

qit = nit − ki,

where ki is the unit labor requirement in i and nit is log quantity of labor.

Firms produce under perfect competition, hiring labor log wage xit.
With perfectly competitive output markets, the log price is

pit = xit + ki.

Remark: Perfect competition could be replaced by monopolistic competition.
The key assumption is that prices are flexible.



The Labor Market

Every worker is located in a particular sector i. In the short run the labor supply
in market i is fixed inelastically at lit.

There is a base wage, the log of which is wit, which acts as a floor to wages,
but otherwise wages move flexibly to clear the market. We thus have

xit ≥ wit and nit ≤ lit with complementary slackness.

In labor market i there are two possible states, as shown in Figure : (i) nit = lit
and xit ≥ wit, a bottleneck state, or (ii) nit < lit and xit = wit, an excess
supply state.



Model Dynamics

The remainder of the model specifies the dynamics for the adjustment of base
wages and for sectoral labor movements.

Base wages adjust according to augmented Phillips curves

∆wit = ξDi,t−1 + zt + uait + ∆et,

where 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, uait is a white noise shock to sector i base wage, et is a
white noise shock to average base wages, and zt is inflationary momentum.

Dit is excess demand for labor in i computed at the base wage wit,

Dit = pt + qt − wit − lit + dit.

Dit can of course be be positive or negative. See Fig. 1.
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Base wage changes:

∆wit = ξDi,t−1 + zt + uait + ∆et,

The zt term is “inflationary momentum,” which can be viewed as capturing
the effect of inflation expectations on the setting of base wages, and which is
assumed to follow

zt = β∆xt−1 + (1− β)zt−1 for 0 < β ≤ 1.

The second dynamic adjustment is labor flows from low to high wage sectors.
More precisely the net flow of labor into a sector depends on its ‘shadow relative
wage,’the difference between the sector’s expected market-clearing wage, given
by nit = lit, and the average market clearing wage. For θit = lit − l we get

∆θit = λEt−1(dit − θit) + uθit for 0 < λ < 1 and uθit white noise.

Note: A high dit− θit will manifest as either as a sector i higher actual wage,
lower unemployment or both.



Short-run Equilibrium, Long-run Equilibrium and Medium-run Dynamics

We can now study the model over different time frames:

• Short run: How time t endogenous variables depend on exogenous and
predetermined variables

• Long run: Properties of the stationary stochastic process: the distribution
of bottlenecks, the long-run equilibrium supply curve, and the mean natural
rate of unemployment.

• Medium-run dynamics: The medium-run responses of inflation and output
achieved through monetary policy.



Short-run Equilibrium

The predetermined variables at t are St =
{
mt, vt, {dit, lit, wit, ki}Ni=1

}
.

Given St the “short-run”equilibrium values can be calculated for

{pit, xit, qit, nit}Ni=1 and aggregate pt, xt, qt, nt.

The AS curve generated by the ordered distribution of bottlenecks
R = {r1, . . . , rN} , where ri = di − (wi − w)− (li − l), takes the form

p = w + k + f(q − l + k),

where f is weakly increasing and convex.

The AD curve is simply D = m+ v − w − l. See Figure 2.
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Fig.  2.  Determination  of  short-run  equilibrium.  Note:  ASis  the  aggregate  supply  curve  and  AD 


is  the  aggregate  demand  curve 
 4.S 
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the  distribution  of  bottlenecks 




Short-run comparative statics results

• The proportion of sectors in bottleneck b = b(R,D) is a nondecreasing
function of D = m+ v − w − l and, holding R fixed,

∂p/∂m = b and ∂q/∂m = 1− b.

• Holding R fixed, the slope f ′ of the AS curve p(q) = w+k+f(q− l+k)
is

dp/dq = b/(1− b)

• For R′ = {µri} where µ > 1, the AS curve shifts up and left, so that q
falls for given AD.

• b = 0 and b = 1 correspond to Classical and Keynesian limiting cases.



Equilibrium in the long run

• Assume ∆m = g. The economy is driven by stochastic shocks and in the
long run converges to a stationary stochastic process.

• For large N as t → ∞ the distribution of bottlenecks converges to a
normal distribution, with suitable variance σ2

r, and a corresponding long-
run equilibrium AS curve p = w + k + f(q − l + k).

• See Figure 3. Output qt converges to a stationary process. Then the mean
inflation rate is E (∆p) = g and the corresponding mean unemployment
rate is given by

Ū = 1− exp
[
−σr/

√
2π
]
.
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Bottlenecks and Medium-run Inflation Dynamics

• The bottleneck model yields novel inflation dynamics over the medium run
when aggregate output changes.

• To see this, ignore random sectoral shocks and suppose
— ξ = 0, so no Phillips curve effect on base wages
—β = 0, so inflationary momentum does not change
—λ = 0, so no sectoral labor movements.

• Consider a change in qt over one year resulting from monetary policy. From
the AS curve pt = w + k + f(qt − l + k), we have, to first order,

∆pt = b(1− b)−1∆qt.



∆pt = b(1− b)−1∆qt.

• In particular, starting from a high level of q, with b < 1 high, a reduction
in q will lead to a large reduction in inflation ∆p.
—This is separate from the Phillips curve effect of lower q on base wages.

• In the context of the late 2022 economy, with labor and supply-chain
bottlenecks still important, a reduction in the output gap may substantially
reduce inflation through the easing of bottlenecks.
— If β > 0 then reduced inflation would also be incorporated into inflation
momentum, leading to lower inflation.
— If λ > 0 there will also be sectoral movements to ease bottlenecks,
leading to lower inflation.



Concluding remarks

• The bottleneck dynamics just described is the optimistic view, and it
ignores the possibility that higher inflationary “momentum”/inflationary
expectations, arising from recent high inflation, may remain stubbornly
high.

• In other recent joint work we focus on how inflation expectations of bound-
edly rational agents are likely to respond to announcements of a temporary
regime of high interest rates.



• I did publish one short follow-up paper to the EJ article: “The Conduct of
Monetary Policy and the Natural Rate of Unemployment: Note”in Journal
of Money, Credit and Banking, 1989.

— The JMCB paper (1) generalizes the EJ model, and (2) argues that,
due to the convex aggregate supply curve, a monetary policy that stabi-
lizes output will also raise the mean level of output and thus lower the
corresponding equilibrium unemployment rate.




